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Energy, Engines, a .

and the 'Industrial
Revolution

.

. IntroduCtion Since pffehistoric times human beings have used
tools to help them do work. It was'not until
the 18th century that,tools, which merely extend .,

the range of,energyoavailable through muscle
power,_ began to give way to machines; whiCh con-'

external ources of energy into mechanical
energy, which is therrused to do work; This change
is (pile of the most important technical breakthroughs.
of tlf&t. period we commonly call the Industrial
Revolution.

\ . ,

` This unit examines some oft the broad social and e .

, .

economic upheavals that took place during this
period. It calls spec'ial attention to the role,cf

, energy inthis dramatic period ofhistory which - .

, ushered, in our own 'technological age. We have
chosen to highlight the invention and development'
of the steam engine -- a machine, that made,possible

. muchof the rapid growth of technol6gy from the mid
18th century to 1860. The history ofthe steam en- ,

gine demonstrates the close link between machinery,
and the abundant use of energy. It cab also show
how the perva4ve use of fossil,fue3, energy which

. ,
began in the Industrial RevOlutiolb was the forerun- .

ner. of the present age of energy' scarcity.
4

Wehame introduced the energy . to-picin several ways.
In some of the lesions the Accialstudies teac r

can emphasize energy resourcestat appropriate.
times while approaching the Industgial Revoluti
in' an historical manner.. For example, there are

e lessons about inventori end inventions which cover
traditional ground, but give special emphasis to
the involvement of energy in the inventions. Other
lessons, also primarily designed for use in social
studies classes, show how. the IndUstrialkevolution
affected- the ideation and grpwth, of ,cities around
sites of energy sources, and gilie'-greirtel: under-,

,standing.of the effects of tecAnology on the daily

.4
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lives of people.

0
Teachers will'notice that this unit

.

contains les-
sons'ffik both science and 'social studies classes.
These lessons are meant to be mutually supportive..
It is our hope that science teachers will give
som6 attention to the social implications of the
Industrial Re'volution and that social studies
teachers will try some of the experiments in heir
classes in order to demonstrate the technicallorin-
ciples which run bedeath the surface of this great
movement in history.

. .

. . 7
Activity . Contents , , Target Classes'

.

1 Energy, Engines, ani - Social Studies'
Industrial Revoluti .

An Industrial Revo tion' .
.

student reader,17 0 - '

1866 with focus on energy.
,

2 Energy Converts to...What? Science -''

And. .Why?
.

Students describe thu. energy
conversions that take plape
in an-automobile.

3 The Great Joule Robbery
Consideration ofd the heat
ehgine,(gasqline, diesel,

..:and steam turbine) upon .

.

which the Industrial .

Revolution-was built.. ;

.
, : .-

it Energy and The Industrial Sopial Studies.-.
City .

. . .

Students eXamine'a series of .

maps and graphs that focus on .

the place industrialization q

holds in nationalfand urban
:,.,

life.
.,

.

.science;

-; `

5 How toSucceed By'Reaily Socidl,Sfudies
Trying . . .

The "knife and tork"pdit
of history. Students de-
scribe the effects a major. *
change such as the industrial

.

Revolution has on the daily
livep of people. ,

. 's

*., 7

0
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1. Energy, Engines, and the
Giant Step of the Induitrial
Revolution = .

. . , .

. -./
Overviey .The.term:nrevolution" can bp applied to a period

of(history during which human beings= ways of
=living change drastically. To .11revolu4ionize4
_means to make a complete change and td substitute
something' else that is accepted by a vast nuMber
of people. In this sense, the industrial change
tha,t tookplacein 18th Century England -- and
later, in 19th Century America -- was a revolution.
It, wa$ over this relatively short period .of time

44.

that the production of wodihchanged from the hand
to the machine and from the ome to the factory. the'

-.purpose of this set of lessons is to fOcus on the
development of these remarkable machines and the" .

.. revolution in the sources of energy.' Sudents ,

1

Mould be_ reminded throughout the lesson-thak.these
machines depended on a primary source of energy .. ,

(usually coaf),.and that they ,converted then. sources
into mechanical energy in order to do work:

Objectives' Students should be able to': .

,

1. Explain 'in technological terms' the progres-
sion Ofthe firt era in industrialization
as a giant step forward in power, speed, .

. energy,'and adaptability...
and
.,

.. List prominent, inVentors, nd match them with
their inventions and source of energy:.

'

3. Explain'the progression of machines that dis-
:

... .

. .tingUished the times.
.

',

4. Explain. how the repeated economic 4uccess
of new inventions led to extraordinary chan-
ges in the eery day lives of people:

. , .

.
. .

Time Allotment Two-' three class period's . ,
r

. .. -. .

Materials .Class copies of the IndustrialRevoluabn text
Tith e-rine -- The Industr 1 ;BevolutiOn 1700-1860,

,

4- .,
'. .....J

4 (

9 4
5
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Teething PSance the topic of the Industrial RevOlution is im-
Strategies poktant, it should be presented in a Challenging '

and stimulating fashion. You may wish to begin
with a discussion of the question, "Where would .
you look to find evidence of the beginnings of
an Industrial Revolution in this country?"- Is A

r

Motivating there evidence in your own region or community? .,

the-Lesson Bring out the fact that the evidences are very
scanty. Encourage students to mention things such
as a fragment of stonework from the Erie Canal, a
part of the. brickwork from an old factory smoke-
stack, etc. .,

. ,

,,.

You may prefer to introduce the topic with a discus:.
sion of this question. "What. was life like before

, we learned to harness,the energy resources necessary
for developing these. machines?" How would dairy
life have been different then? If students were
suddenly-ransported back into pre-industrialized,
times how would their "lifestyles" have to change?
What would they have to give up? Would they be
gaining anyt4ing?, .

sf ,

, \
o

Develo ng this lesson may develop in a variety of ways.
the sson There is no one best way to teach history or social

studies. The most effective approach for your class
will depend cnItheir interests, abilities, and ,mp
background. You be guided by the materials

. available, the time to be devoted to a:particular
topic, and the nature of the learning for whidh you
are' striving. 4

- ' S.

ti

Have the class use the questions at the end of'the
reader.as a guide to their reading and as, a stimula-.
tidn for-discussion. As the class reading proceeds,
you can' move arouhd the, room, noting,the rate of
reading of the pupils and helping-any student who.
is having difficulty with words orideas. As soon
as the class has' coMitheted the assigned reading,
a discussion Can be heal in*Which(the answers to

'.the questions are brought out and explained. A
variation of this kind of leison would be to assign
the reading for homework and thenuse the class tim
to deal with the questidnen This procedure would
provide time for you to helpthe students begin
keeping notes.

Another approach is to have an interested student
set up and demonstrate the experipents suggested
in the text. These can be used to clarify the
readihg and_to illustrate principles in latek les-

.,

)
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sons.

Ih cases where t4e.teacher plansirfo use only this
lesson, we suggest using the other lessons as.spp-
plements to the reaiier. For example, students in-
terested in the more technical aspects of.the-In-
dustriai Revolution may wish to look at the materials
in the lesson "Energy Converts to ... Whet? And ... ,

Why?" or in the lesson "The Great Joule Robbery."
Similarly, teachers will find that the readings in
"How to Succeed.by Really Trying" make an interesting
supplement to adiyussion of the factory system.

Nbte to the Social Studies Teacher: Your colleagues
in the science department may have equipment Useful
in demonstrating the steam engine and the principles
that govern its operation. Perhaps you can even
borrow a science teacher along with tlp equipment.
to'explain the scientific parts.. f the lesson.

Note to the Science Teacher: Think about teaming
up with a social studies teacher,or combining seg-

/Kments of social studies and sci,ence classes to ex-
plore qUestions how the Industrial Revolatiqn
-demonstrates the interdependence of science and\.,
society. This can be done by combining scientific
experiments and demonstrations with group.discus-

./
' sions.

Answers To AFTER YOU HAVE FINISHED THE READER (Student
Questions) r

Understanding Ristory_Terms

You may wish td'add othet terms to those listed here.
An ideal use of these termsymSsentences would demon-
Strate net,only that the student understands thei-
term, but also its i'Mportance in,the Industrial Re-
volution.

Time-line --' Inventors and Inventions (See completed
Time-line)

Thinking,About Histericakl

. 1. Students should mention hoig ehe -steam engine
created a need for stronger, mo e durable Metals
o stand up to the increased press2re from steam

power. Iron was les,s durable than steel. Tx) make
steel, higher temperatures were needed. .Charcoal

. gave way to coke. Other things that could be men-
ejoned,are the developments that came along to put

7
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the power of the steam engine to use: stronger and
better'bridges to support the heavier locomotives,
railroads replacing wagons and horses; steamboats
replacing wind and sail, etc,

e

1 In textiles, the faster loom created a need for
more thread: Entire industries became housed under
one 'roof in the beginning factory system. The list
of links is endless.

2. The first Industrial Revolution began in
England with the first, machines that increased pro-
duction in Ow, textile industries. Mechanization
was well advanced in'Europe'long before America
turned to manufaceuring. After the Civil War,
industrialism' exploded in America. The conditions
were right, the resources rich, aq. with gpa+-erh-

,
ment encouragethent, expansil?n took "place in every
sector: social; political,_ and economic.

1

S. The relationship between the invention of a
machine and,new energy sources is a chicken and .

egg affair. NThe,gaso,line engine could not have
been invented withbut the kndwledge o gasoline.
Its invent4con, on the other hand,. .so
created the demand for oil that it 'established
oil as a new and import.nt energy source. In /the

same Way, the steam engind/greatly increased the
'demand for coal. We have not yetbuilt an engine
to run directly on.nuclear energy, bug-,if one, is

inven d, that w..01 hasten the turn to this energy
sour e.

4. The pu se ofithis discussion question is to
bri g out ideallEh'at the IndUstrial Revolution
cam about ause'a number of situations existed
at just the ri'ght time.

Completing
thei Outline

.5. This is also a discussion question,. Its pur--
pos is to-show'that inventionY (abd the' deas
beh"nd them) have an evolution. They t just
hap en. And they are seldom the-produa f a sin-
gle person working in, lscplation.

Stu ents shquld refe to the Student Readq.r.in o r-

der to complete the outline.
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Overview

.Objectives

Time Allotment

Materials

2. Energy Converts to ...
WhattAnd Why?

r-) .

One very important pkoperty of energy is that al-
most any form.of energy can be converted into al-
most any other form. Changes in energy are most
useful when controlled. Mastery of energy has
been the kpy to technological progress; it is what
made the Industrial Revolution possible. Unwise
use of energy might be the key to himankind's
destruction.

The automobile, being familiar to all, is a good
example of a way in which changes in energy have
been controlled and. used.

The student should be able Ito:

1. Desciibe the energy conversions that take
place in an automobile.

2. Demonstrate how stored chemical energy can
be converted to heat energy.

3. Demonstrate that heat energy can be conver-
ted into mechanical energy.

4. Give examples of energy conversions, using
everyday things around them:

Two three C1ass periods

Parts 3 and 4 of this lesson will need some special
material. A list can be" found at the beginning
of each O`f-these parts. -

Ditto copies, of."Energy Conversion: A Fact Sheet."
Ditto copies of "Tracing the'Energy Conversions in
an Automobile."

Teaching Ask students when they last used energy. Do they
Strategies , live any idea how energy is used? Is energy heat,

light, electricity, magnetism? What is' energy any-
way? (The ability to produce heat, light, or to
do work.) What has to happen before energy can be
used to do work? (It often has to be changed into
another form.)

11



Abolit Converted Energy

Activity 1: After the brief introduction to the
topic of energy, distribute the Fact Sheet to
students and allow sufficient time for in-class
reading of the material. The Fact Sheet might well
be read aloud in class. Pause frequently to ex-,
plain and bring out impor4ant functions of energy
conversion.'

Energy,Tracing

Activity 2: Have students use the 'information
found in the Fact Sheet to helftrace light energy
in the automobile back to its'energy origkn.
Ditto class copies of the pictured auto ana energy
tracing blocks to'be filled in. The blocks should
read:

Chemical
(battery)

Lights
(headlights)

Electricity
(generator)

Mechanical
turn generator

Heat
(cylinder)

Chemic:1N111
(gasoline)

Student Activity 1 - Energy Conversion: A Fact Sheet

What is energy? The first step in trying to de-
fine energy is to set up two categories. Energy
in the form of mat4pon, heat,.or light is called'
kinetic energy. Enerlgy that is stored in.feod,
gasoline, the nucleus of atoms and batteries is
called potential energy. Kinetic energy is energy
on the move. Potential energy is stored energy and

. it is in this foam that we dig it from mines add
pump it from wells. ,Totuse energy, it must be in
kinetic fprm.

We use energyibeppuse we want to do something to
matter; move it,i11uminate it, or warm it. We
usually store energy in the potential form but it
is possible to store energy in the kinetic form,
too. ,This form of storage, however, is quite dif-

12 .



ferentl from potential stofage, it is temporary;
. ,we ..trap or insulate kinetic energy. Examples-of
.kinetic energy being stored are the flywheel of an
engine and heat energy in a thermos bottle. Po-.
iential energy stor ge is more permanent. It is

i aqcomplished by Oa ges in the §tructure of matter.
A simple way to st re energy, is to lift something
away from the earth (energy is stored when water
is pumped o th& top of a water tower, then con-
vertedAvitinetic energy when it is allowed to run
through pipes).

4

Energy constantly' changes forms. It can be poten--
tial stored in.coal. When coal burns at a Power
plant it chadget to the kinetic form, the he of/
steam. Wherf the steam is allowed to strike t e
blades of a turbine, some of the heat engine be-
comes kinetic energy of motion (mechanical) of
the engine. 'The turbine turns an electric generator
an:1 Some of the energy becomes electrical energy.
Electric energy is also changed in form when it is
used

These changes of foins are governed by strict laws;
.the first of these is Called the First Law-of Ther-
modynamics, which 'states that-energy can neither be
created destroyed. The Spcond Law of Thermo-
dynamics states that in any conversion of energy,
from one form to another some of it becomes,un--
available for use. This is mainly because some of
it becomes heat and it is not possible to convert
all of a-given amount of heat energy completely back,
to another form. This unusable heat energy leaks

;,,away. (It is important to realize that escaped
heat caused by inefficient conversions is one of-
the major causes of energy waste in our society.)

It is possible to convert all of a certain amount
of mechanical energy to heat by, for instance, p6t-
ting. on the brakes of a car. It is Possible to con-
vert all the chemical energy of coal,in.topeat by
burning it. These conversions cannot gd to,com-_
pletion in the other direction, only a limited
amount of heat energy is convertible back to other
forms. There are many forms,of energy but before
most energy can be used to do work it first must
be changed into mechanical energy.

c.

You may sum up by having students use the terms
from the lesson orally in filling the blanks of the
auto story, which you may ditto for paper and bendil -

work, or read aloud, pausing at appropriate times
to have students fill in the energy form.

13
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Naming the Energy Form ,..

1 A

When a fue; such as gasolineis ignited, the
c chemical'energy is converted to heat energy.
--`.This heat energy is converted to mechan41 en.A.r=

f the me-
gy of,the pistons in the engine', which'cali
the rotation of the flywheel. Some o
Chanical energy.,is then usedto turn the genera-
tor'to convert mechanical energy to erectrical
enemy. . Some of the electrical energy is conver-
te tO light energy for the headlights,,and.heat
6h6 gy in fha cigarette lighter.

"An alternate summing, up may be accomplished by
-having students *identify energy by what it does.
.'Prepale a series of statements similar to these,
or have students invent statementeof their own.

When you clap your hande,youchange muscular
energy to (motion) and to'(sound).

When you are talking, you change (meclianial)
energy to !sound)

When striking a match, you convert (chemical)
energy to (heat) and to (light).

.:v

- ,

Making a Working Model of Steam Turbine

Activity 3: trlite special feature of this lesson in-

volves students making and turning a turbine wheel

by steam. The experiment does a good job of ex-
plaining energ 'conversion under observable condi-
tions. This lab activity demonstrates that mechani-
cal energy can be changedinto heat energy. It al-.
so shows that stored chemical energy can be con-
verted into heat,energy.

Suggest to the students that they read through the
lab before attempting the construction of the model
turbine and proceeding with the demonstration.
Have students complete the lab, and at the-end of ,

the lesson,'have the student's complete the summing

up by filling in the blank spaces on the evaluation
sheets. You may want to go deeper into the conver-
sion mechanism and get them to think about the water,

molecules striking the turbine blades.

)14
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Materials Class copies of instructional sheets for making and
operating a model steam turbine.
Clags sets of evaluation sheets
Class lab materials:

medicine' dropper tubes 2-3 thimbles
test tubes 2-3 scitors
bunsen burners '-4 pencileNpith erasers
stoppers _manila circles
support rods needles

, 2-3 compasses

Ask the students to tell how energy was converted.
to other forms Ask hOW these conversions help
people.

Where was energy, stored? (In the chemical energy
of natural gas, alcohol,
or water.)

HoW w4si chemical energy cedverted? Into what? '

(It was converted in-"0 ,
to heat.)

Wha; the turbine convert .the heat energy.intb?

i

(Mechanical enery.)'.
At'

. .

The over conclusion might go something like
this Y .« y;ave emonstrated how stoned energy (chem-
ical ener aturar gas can be ponveited into
heat and h*s heat can be converted into mechani-
cal energ Ask: What use can a turbine be put
to? (A t4 i ale is a heat engine. It changes heart
energy inter echanical energy and can turn-a genera-'
for which' duces electrical energy.)

Activity Al Itional): After doppleting the set
of activity 1L.3, students may find their interest
running hit This activity will enable them to
find out h -nerg/ changes take place. The avftila-
bility of m rials may dictate whether you deMtn-
strate thi tivity, of whether the, students per-
form the e iment. 'Either way, the students
should bed to make a written statement about
energy cony ion at the end. The state melt can be

/used as an rmal.evaluation.
\ A

Energy C Aversion

Materials 1 beaker cardboard tube
1 lb Bats ( shot) , masking tape
thermometer

015
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11.

Lesson
Evaluation

Activity

16

Pour About a lbof lead shot into a beaker. PlAle '

a thermometer Wellinto the lead shot and record .
the temperature. .15ouethe lead shot_into a card-
board tube that is closed at one end by masking
tape. Closethe. othet: end with your hand and shake
the tube vigorously 30-50.times.' Insert the ther-
mOmeter again and record the'temperature. Anawer
these'4uestions:

, - .

. 'Why did the temperature change?
1 Z. at kind of'energy change took place? .

s.General conclusion: Shaking the tube caused the
BB's to rub against each other- The resulting

Ofriction:caused heat. Muscle energy (mechanical
_energy) corierted to heat energy. Suggest that
th students sugge'st other exampleS (rubbing sticks

pther, for instance).
t*,4

D.is&ibute° copies of the Evaluation, matrix to the
class. Have students fill in the blank spacewith
exampaes of energy conversions. Use the responses .
bs a form of evaluation. You may wish`to set a time
limit and invite' more interest by,makinTthe task
into a game. Challenge the students to fill, in the
blank blocks within a time limit, counting each cor-

, rect answer 5 points. "Winners" would accumulate
the highest numbet of points.

1
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Eva -
tion-Sheet

,.
5', - I

'Directions: Write in each box examples of one form of energy being converted into anOth'er form., Eegin withe.6;
'/' , .,-

6 the vertical column, on the left. Txmple: Heat is conleited'into light energy in a light,bulb,
.4 -so write "light bulb" in the box f6rmed by. the intersection of the two.eneriy" 'fbrms. A°.
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3. l'he Great Jule Robbery

4

C

C v

Overview This lesson is designed to provide students with
some understanding of the "heat engines" - gasoline
and diesel engines and steam turbines, fox in-
stance - upon which the Indlistrial Revolution was
built. It focuses upon the basics of heat engines,
the process by which heat energy is converted
to mechanical energy, and the two limiting laws,'
the first and second laws of thermodynamics,,which
control this conversion.

"Target - Physical and Social. sciences
Audiences

There is particular- emphasis on the secondlaw of
thermodynamics for it is that law that-giveS us
the most -trouble. Alikputs strict' limitVon the
amount of heat energy which can be converted to
work.. It is from this law that we get the title of.'
this activity. We cannot use all of the joules of
energy (a joule is an energy unit) -front the fuels
we burn; the second-law robs us of some.

a

r ObjectiveS The student should be able to:
-... 1. Explain through drawings'and-models the dif-

,

e.. ,
,.,

ferent types of heat engines. , ,

2. Demonstrate that chemical energy is changed into
4°- ,heat energy and finally into- mechaniCal energy.

3. ,Identify the types,, of heat engines ccSrding
where .1.1e._fuelis burned, and by the way

. . it is Conyerted to mechanical energy. .

,rS.

p
'

Time Allotment One-\- -five class periods
. 4

Teaching- Day ,1._- iio open up a.thoughtful consideration of
,,

Strategr s 'what the steam engine does, you may ask, "What is
an engine?'" This will 'lead to'a discussion of an
engine as ainachine. In the case of the steam engirie

. it is a mach.ne that changes heat energy into me-
, chanical'energy. Write this last part on the chalk-

board: Then ask a series of questions similar to

ti
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these:

6

-How is heat obtained?
How is energy,changed into mechanical energy?
MuSt4 you always haje an energy source (or fuel)?
Can all of the heat the turned.intp useful work?

(Refer-to.Fact Sheets for answeT.s.)

Set up the experimental'model of a steam engine as
illustrated. -You will need the following equipment:

one-hole stopper'
,Florence flask .

-bunsen burner
length of-rubber tubing
thin cardboard for blades
support stand

I

There maybe a short time delay for the fuel to heat.
Review the terms external and internarExplain
that external means outside;, internal, inside. .

Specifically, external comb6Stion takes place,when
the working fluid (steam, for instance) is heated

r. outside of the expansionchamber and brought under
pressure. Internal combustion means that.the fuell.,
is burned inside the chamber in which the expansion..
is to take place. Ask: Which form of combustion
do you think this experimental ,steam engine is? --

Proceed with the experimerit. While they observe 40

the operation; ask: "Where might the internal com- .

bustion engloe be used? Where do you think an ex-
ternal combustion engirie might be used?" Some
examples of each are:L.

.
. '

E ernaq combustion engine reciprocating stun

f

,, engine; steam turbine,
'

tand other stationary'
engines.

Internal combustVon engine - rocket engine, auto-
,- mobile, airplane en-

gines, and,other mo-
bile engines. .

24
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one-bore stoppei

FlOrence flask
/-

0

0.
tA,

000000

.

-burner

irvnr,b411-Wrov"'

tubing

we/ // ad/ a. /while

I

blades.

Sum up by asking: 'Is this model-en external or
internal combustion engine? Tell 'how.y6uknow.
Complete 'the, following sentence by supplying the
best.word4

In this engine. chemical. energy in the fuel is
converted to heat energy-and.then to
mechanical, energy.

.

Day 2 --You may. encourage fuller understanding of
the fact that .all .heat engines - no matter hat
their type is convert heat energy to mechanical
energy if you distribute the Tact sheet about typips
of engines and what they do to fuel at'this time.
Have students complete the crossword combustion puz-
zleto culminate the lesson on heat engines.

You may prefer to provide a transition from the ex-
periment to the summing-up part of the lesson by
;giving the students a drill exercise on the various
engine terms. Distribute the word study list and
allot sufficient time for the students to read it
carefully. Then ask some questions such as the fol-
lowing: '

1. What do we call a jet no moving parts?W-fE7
(Ramjet.)

2. What do we call a machinelthat changes another*
form of energy into mechanical energy?

(Engine.)
3. What kind/of engine is it that burns fuel

outside the engine.
(E,xternal combustion engine.)

'4. What name is specifically given to an engine
that converts heat energy into mechanical
energy by.the back and forth motion of a pis-

. ton in a cylinder?
(Reciprocating engine.)

.2,,
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Continue with th drill until interest wanes, and
distribute the d ossword puzzle. Havt students com-
plete it, works g independently or in groups of'two.

,.Extending Have highly mot
the Learning ' encyclopedia t

namics. Sugge
how the follow

Background
Information
(Teacher use
only)

ated students look up in a good
p first and second laws of thermody4
t that they use these laws to explain %
ng statement ts true.

-

1 heat e gines follow the universal. ule.that
energy ru s downhill, that is,Irom a hotter
state to cooler one. In doing so, energyis,
c niferte to work. .(Remind the students that
n t elf," f,the hea energy emerges as useful
ork, and suggest hat 'they reason out .why this
s so.) . r.6

FOr years, men had built their heat engines without
really knowing the theory behind their operations.
It was not until 1828 that the *entifiogrticand-,
work understanding.of heat energy was estab-
ished.4 Thj,s great beginning was 'a modestsand'little
ppieek ed' paper by Sadi Carno Carnot did not
tart f om,seratchlatd-ourse; iscoverers of
reat ev,i4ideas do i What he did was work out a

or; the laws pf thermodynamics.

Carno knew how e steam en gine worked. It burned
coal hich heated the ..w4ter and turned it into
ste . The steam, expandiAg to som sevegteen hun-
dred times the yglume of water, ga up. its heat .
as chanical energy to drive the ton. HoWever,
it id not convert 411 theheat into mechanical
ene gy. Carnot was able ,to show that even the most
pe,fect steam engine could not convert all_the heat
/en rgy Rito chanical energy. Some of the energy
'c nnot do usef work.

expanding, the steam drivesthe piston outward.
o get the piston back, the intervening steam has
o ndense. To'condente, the steam has to se

hea . As a result, some heat energy4eddapes a
is ost in the atmosphere.

°

Carnot also showed that whether engines used steam,,
hot air, or explosive, they are altheat engines.

,

Day 3 T'he heat engine cannot be Understood with-
out some knowledge of thermodynamics. Thermodyna-
mics is a word combining two Greek words: theme,
meaning heat, and dynami4ros, meaning power. This

2.6
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lesson, a continuation of,the preceding ones, in-
troduces the students to the first and second laws
of thermodynamics. It asks the students to read,
recall,-'and use an efficiency formula to compilte

. efficiency: It also requires students to con-
struct a-graph.

This lesson may be approached by showing a paddle
wheel picture, and asking thelstudents to explain,
why the paddle wheel works (turns). Eventuallx,

4 ,

they should suggest, that a paddle wheel works be-
cause water flows naturally from a higher to a
lower level.

Show a significant picture of a heat engine. Ask
the students to explain the direction of heat trans-
fer. Lead them to the natural flow of heat, which
is-from a hotter to a colder body.

Heat Engine - Efficient or Inefficient

The second law of thermodynamics sets limits on the
IL-- amount of heat energy which can be converted into

mechanical energy. You can het your students to
think about the existence of some such limit and
its application to'engine efficiency by drawing on
their knowledge of an automobile engine.

Ask them to think about the engine. Does it con-
vert energy from one form to another? (Yes, it
converts the chemical energy of gasoline to heat
energy and the heat energy to mechnical energy.)
Focus their attentionon the second conversion,
heat energy to mechanical energy. Is there any
evidence that they know of which proves that this
conversion is less than 100 percent efficient?
(They can be led to remember that the exhaust gas
is very hot. - the exhaust pipe will burn you if you
touch 4t. Therefore, a lot of heat energy is being
discharged to the surroundings. Sirice it came from

.., the burning of gasoline, some of that available
heat energy is not being converted into mechanical
work. Thus, the efficient, output work/input energy,
cannot be 1000.)

You can now lead the students to consider the rela-
tion between temperature and efficiency. Ask them
"If you had two engines which buined gasoline at
the same rate, how could you determine which one
was more efficient?" (You could feel the exhaust
gases and see which was cooler. The -more efficient
engine converts more of the input heat energy to

0
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mechanical work and so has less of it to get rid
of. Since the'energy of a given volume of material
such asgas is higher, the higher the temperature,
lesS heat energy to get rid of means lower tempera-
ture exhaust gas.)` You have now made an intuitive
connection betweeh temperature and efficiency. You
can follow up this band lead to the efficiency equa-
tion in the following way:

Suppose you start with a certain amount of gasoline
and x)xygen in the cylinder and ignite it. It_burns,
reaches a high temperature T (hot), and expands,
pushing the piston and doing work. What happens to
the temperature of this gas? (It cools down.) It
cools down and reaches' atemperature of T' (cold).

Does it have less energy now? -(Yes', some of the
original heat energy was converted into work.)
Since the amount of gas has not changed, the amount
of heat energy,converted into work must be related
to the temperature difference T (hot) - T (cold).,
The heat energy converted to work is.proportional''
to T (hot) - T (cold). "How about the total heat
epergy to start with, what does it depend on?"
It does seem reasonable that the more heat energy'
you have, the higher T (hot) is. Now, however, we
have to consider the scale) We measure temperature I

in. Whether we measure in centigrade or Fahrenheit
can't make a difference to the actual amount of
energy but the numbers are different. What we
must do, if we want to take into account all'of
the heat energy, is to measure temperature from ab-
solipte zero, the lowest temperature that can be
reached.

The.efficiency of an engine is defined as:

E = work out
energy in

As we said earlier, the work cannot be larger than
the heat energy that is missing, that we found pro-.
portional to T (hot) measured on the absolute or
Kelvin scale. [T (cold) must of course also be
measured on the same scale.] In terms of temperature,
thehighestpossible efficiency of an engine oper-
ating with an inpu.t. temperature 'of T. (hot) and an
exhaust, temperature of T (cold) is:

Efficiency = T (hot) - T (cold)
T (hot)

(with all temperatures in degrees Kelvih)
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This is the highest possible efficiency. ln fact,
some of the heat energy leaks faay, some work is *

lost to friction and the actua efficiency is al-
Nays.lower than thisVideal" e ficiency.

Post the formula equation on the chalkboard.'
andastudents the follbwing hypothetical problem nd

help them work out the efficiency equation:

Suppose we run a steam engine using steam at
120°- C (or 393 K) and dump the waste heat
at some'normal temperature, such as 20° C
(or 239° K). If the engine is ideal, what is
its efficiency?

E = T oloty T (cold) = 39,3° K- 239° K = 0.39 or 39%
T (hot) '" 393° ..1(

Have the students calculate the following problems
.dealing with efficiency. They may work the prob-
lems independently or in groups of two-or-three
students.'

.. What is.. the maximum efficiency of a steam
turbine if steam enters the turbine at 400° K
(127°- C) and is exhausted in.-the condenser
at 360° K(87° C)?

2.. In some gasoline engines, the initial tem-
perature of the gas mixture is about 2700° K
and the exhaust is 1890° K, what is the
maximum effiCiency of these enginee?

3. If steam enters a turbine at 600° K and,the
exhaust is 373° K, what is the efficiency
of the engines?

4. What is the efficiency of a die6e1 engine
if the initial temperature is 300° K and
the exhaust temperature is 2000° K?

The answers are:

(1) .40 or 10% (2) .30 or 30% (3) .38 or 38%.

(4) .33 or 330

Have students make a bar graph to show the efficiency
of some different types of heat engines. Use the
following figures:

Diesel engine 38%

3 -}
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Gasoline turbine 36%.
Automobile engine 25%
Wankel rotary engine 18%
Steam locomotive 10%
_Jet and rocket engiDe. 10%

Ask students to write a statement that gives the
'reason for the different efficiencies., Tell how
you can improve the efficiency of a heat engine.
(Increase the input temperature, decrease the out-
put temperature, and of course, rediice heat leakage
and friction.) .

33 4'
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Engine Puzzle
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Across

1. THe kind of engine in which fuel is burned outside the
engine.

2. This engine is turned by the,force of a gas or liquid
acting against its vanes (blades).

3. The engine that gets thrust from high speed exhaust gases.
4. A jet in which some air by-passes the combustion chamber.
5. An internal combustion engine which requires no spark plug.
6. The only engine that will operate in a vacuum.

'7-w A small gasoline engine that does not use pistons. -

Down

1
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8. An engine with an air-compressor used in most high speed
aircraft.

9. Ajour-cycle internal combustion'engine requiring Spark
plugs. --

4,10. Non-reciprocating external combustion engine.
11. The kind of machine in which fuel is burned, inside the

engine. .

12. A machine that changes another form of energy inti
mechanical energy.
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Overview

Objective

Time Allotment

Materials

BackgrOund
Information
"(Teacher Use
Only)

Teaching
Strategies

/

4. Energy dthe Industrial
City

The purpose- of tl is lesson is to show -,fle.?"in-
fluence of the Industrial Revolution-on the
number and growth of cities. Examples are offered
through a series of map and graph readings., The
lesson ends with a consideration of the place
industrral4ation holds in national urban life.

The student should he able t
1. Explain the relationship between the loca-

tio of cities and energy sourbes,.using
'map showing specific cities and time

A-periods.. '

2, Mead and interpret graphs to explain signifi-
cant changes in urban growth.

3. Relate the role of energy in urbanization
po their own environment.

1 2 class periqds

Three activity sheets included at th6 end of this
packet, Energy and the Industrial Revolution:

Maps
Populajion Tables
Inquiry Exercise's

During the Industrial Revolution people itocked to
the cities, mainly to find job's. Oldei commercial-
ly- oriented cities branched out into mechanized
production centers to compete with newer regional
cities that developed and grew rapidly along new
transportation routes or at sites near primary ener-
gy sources.

Have students write &brief description of "My Ideal
City" and have them read their efforts to the.class-
The descriptions should stress the features a good

-city should have. Their efforts should also bring
out some definitions of what a city is. How do
the students' "ideal's' city differ from the one

01.
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'they live 4i.WO4eare or that-they have visited?
Al

Place the headiw:)'THE CITY:.WHAT.IS IT? on the
Chalkboard. .Have, students list their ideas as
'to whet a city.W You may anticipate students
having somediffiOalty in pinning down a concrete
ddefinition. (Trying to define a, city may be dif-
ficult.

Introduce thetppic of why cities grew in a par-
ticular location byplacing the maps (Map 1 and
Map 2) -before them. Ask: What differences .do you
see in the two:mapS.? (Map 2 shows many more
cities.) What,' statement can you rake about where
the cities were Located in 1790? !(They were near
coasts and on rivers.') What statement can you
make about the location of cities on the 1850
Map? (They have become more spre out; they seem
less dependent drr,bodies of water:) Have students
list some of the'reasons for the new cations of
cities in-the 176ars 160b.and 1850.

Have students examine Map 3 next. "What does this
map show?" Map 3 shows cities located near coal
mines.) Ask students to put their ,findings into
a general statement, (Cities at the time of the
Industrial Revoluti02 grew near the source of ener-
gy in use at the time.)

Havestudents compare Map 3 with Maps 1 and 2.
What seemst,o determine the location of modern
cities? Lead studentsto the discovery that many
modern cities grow around new energy sources. You
may wish to- add that fully meaanized factory pro-
duction with electricity as the new energy source

4.

has contributed to theinewflexibility in the lo-
cation of cities'. The new production and transpor-
tation networks hare created the giant industrial
metropolis with its related multi-city manufacturing
belts,

Distribute the ditto copies of Ta4.11.e 1. Have
students complete the questions an the ditto. Use
a wall map or atlas tQ verify their location.
Have students look again' at the maps and the table
and ask them to prove this statement:

The factor's that changed cities during
the years 1700 - 1900 were science and
invention.



Extending 'Simple projects may be assigned-fdr studentsto
the Learning look up in standard sources. For example: Pick

any city in the United States having a population
of 5000p - 1,000,000+. How fast has it grown in
100 years? What industries are located in this
city? What forms Of transportation link this city
to other cities? What are its important geographic
features? How is this city a mixture of factories,
commercial centers, transportation routes, and
placei for people to live?

Do your students live in or,near a city? Use that
city as an example of how energy resoruces have al-

. fected its growth. One way to do this is to.ask
how ,the city would, have been different, without
these resources.

Ask students to think abdut parallels between th

growth of cities during the Industrial'Revolution.
,and modern,situations,where rapid growth in energy
development has changed American cities. (Some

examples are modern energy "boomtowns" like
CoIstrip, and Gillette, Wyoming.)

I
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5. How to Succeed by Really;
Trying

Overview This lesson uses ilda, case studies about young
people who lived before and during the Industrial
Revolution. Students will be asked to describe
the effects a major change can have on the lives
of people by reading the two accounts and answering
questions.

ObjectiveS Students should be able to:
1. Make efficient use of case studies as'an

aid to'social understanding.
2. Contrast the great wealth and power the In-

dustrial Revolution brought to us' asra nation
with the great social consequences/at .h.i1d

' on people.
3. Explore the wide gulf that exists between

human and mechanical energy.

Time Allotment One - three class periods .

Materials Copies of Case Studies 1 and 2

Teaching This lesson emphasizes the place that the production
Strategies: of goods has in the everyday lives of people. It

deals realistically with the need to adjust to 'the
rapid changes that affect daily living in an in-
creasingly complex society. Learning how yOung
people over'the years have responded to challenges
can help your students discover the importance of
learning to make adjustments now._

One way to'-epial=edetr-eFig lesson idkto give the Pre-
. test questions. Then disctiss why so many people,

work in America. List the reasons on the chalk-
board. ,Then you might ask: How does having a job
affect your everyday life? ,.How does-a paients'-job?
A lively discussion can result in a consideration of
the effects of the factory on people.

N33
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Another way in whicleto begin this'lesson is to . it

list several paired words on the chalkboard:and tell
the students that the words are but dif-
ferent. Ask'students to study them and try to,- .,

egplain.the relationships and differences.
Such an exercise will sharpen their understanding
of the vocabulary. 'k a

0

Vocabulary: Related But Di ferehf

Factory

Apprentice

Machine

Job

Industri 1Revolution w.'

Education

Energy Conversion

Career

,Points for discussion might be:
--t.

A factory is a place where- igeople gather to work
together in some form of prdduCtion. The factory
grew out of the Industrial Revolution which changed
the production of goods from the home to theaarge
factory; from hard to machine.

An apprentice serves a term "as helper.,.mOving.up
in his chosen career after an acoepte8 periOd of
work years. Part of educatiolst is preparation tor
a job, but most of it is preparation for life. 'The
broad purpose of education is to develop thejciaxiMum
potential of each individual.

It, s a machiee that oranges heat and chemical ever ='
gy into mechanical energy.. ,Aachines.are,useless uh=
less energy is converted and put to-work.

An example of a line of work such as Government
Service would provide.a:good overview of what a
career is. The publialtion,' Careers in Government
Service, lists many"%job4" thgt are open to young men
and women.

*4
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Questions for Pre-test

1.How have recent technological advances changed the
job outlook for you?

. ,How many different kinds of jobs are there
open to Americans - to.you someday?..),,

. Is there som ething.about factory work that you
might not like?

. How is factory w different today than it was
150 years ago? Flow it the' same? ,

. How many of you think you would like to follow
the occupation of you parents') 'Why?

What kind of work was open to ilfst' workers100
years'ago-:1

What do you think would be a good way to describe
the effect of the Industrial Revolution on'workers?
On the everyday lives of people?

8.'Do you think machines have made workers happier?

10.

Do people
150 years

work as hard today as thrdid, say
ago?

What would
years ago?
On a farm?

young people your age be doing 150
N.11 school? Working in a factory?

411- 1..^.
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Turn students'_ Attention to the first case s udy:
John Goederson. Have students read'the sto of
his job and answer the following questions:

J
Case Study #1

"C 1

1. What was the purpose of the contract?'
(The contract set down the responsilfiliti of
both the Apprenticeand the Master Craftsman.)

4'2. According to-,:the contract, what did the
Master provide?
(Food, clothing, shelter, some schooling and
to teach him the trade.)

43. Suppose I were to say that under this. contract
the Master and the Apprentice were exchanging
energy for energy - would I be right? Explain.
(One example' might be that the Maste gave
John food (food energy) and#John.turned the
food energy into muscle power to do work.)

4. Do you thinkithemtract gave John a fair
deal? Why?
(After six years, ohn would have a marketable

- skill.)

Case Study #2

After students have finished Dreiser's story about
Carrie, have them respond, to the following questions:

1. How did Car ie's ferlow workers cooperate-in
helping r when she was in need?
(They cooperated by slowing down their work o

that too many shoes would not pile up in froJA
of Carrie. One worker urged her to stand to
ease her aching muscles.),

2. List several examples°of the unappealing working
conditions in the shoe factory.
(Long work day, unpleasant smells, dirt, noise,
fran'tic speed ,to keep the line going, impersonal
machines, etc.)

3. There was a very long sentence in ae story that
described te.rePetitive.work of the assembly
.line quite well. Read aloud the cadence that
makes the reader feel the-ache that comes with
performing a single mechatiCal movement over and-

- over. Find the sentence and write it'down.
What does the sentence tell you about the gulf
that exists between human energy and mechanical
energy?9
(The sentence describes the time before the lunch
break. It reads: "der hands began to ache at
the wrists and then in the fingers, and towards
the last she seemed one mass of dull, complaining

a
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muscles, fixed in an eternal position and
performing a single mechanical movement wtiich
became more and more di$tasteful, until at
last it was absolutely nauseating." The
sentence tries to help the reader sense the
ceaseless movement.of the machine .n contrast
to the Weakening energy of the human being.
One sens.0 the power of the created machine
over its creator, the human. .

4. The end_of the story tells you something about
Carrie's feelings about the job. Summarize
her feelings in one sentence.
(She felt humiliated, worn out, and subdued.)

5. Hpw is Carrie's work more' of a job while John
Goedersop.has a career to look:forward to?
What is the difference? \it

(Cariie works at one machine and is learning
a skill Which will probably nQt be very useful
anywhere else. John, on the other hand, is
learning his life's work.)

End the lesson'with a discussion of\the importance-
of citizens having the freedom tochoose a job.

0
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1. Energy, Engines, and the
Giant Step of the Industrial
Revolution: A Reader

The dramatic period in hist6ry that we call the
Industrial Revolution had its beginnings in England
in the 1760's. In only a few years this revolution
changed the social and economic life of England,
tistern Europe, and the United States forever. What
it brought about was a new and different type of
human being - one who worked with machinery instead
of hands, who lived in cities instead of villages,
whose factories depended on vast supplies of power,
money, and raw materials, and whose marke
were far beyond the places where they livid.

But the Industrial Revolution would not have happened
had it not been for the huge, untapped' resources of
coal and wood that were then available. The story
of the Induttrial Revolution is the story of how
people found new and better ways of getting useful
work out of these primary energy sources and getting
j.t at a faster and faster rate. 40

r

We are now entering an,era in which our energy re-
sources are becoming more and more'Scarce. It is
interesting to look back just a few generations ago,
to A time when people were entering another new
/period - the era of energy abundance.

But in order to 'fully appreciate how new ways of
using energy changed 'people's lives, we have to take

a brief lack at how things were just before the
"giant step" of the Industrial Revolution.

--

41
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THE GRASSROOTS BEGINNINGS OF THE FACTORY SYSTEM:
MUSCLES AND TOOLS

Before the Industrial Revolution:life was agri-
cultural and the pace was slow. Most people lived
in small cottages, villages, and farms that dotted
the countryside and most of their energy require-
ments wereimet by manpower and horsepower aided
by simple tools like the plow and the spinning
wheel.

Then, at about the time when new colonies in'America
began sending raw materials in vast quantities to
England and to Western Europe, life began to speed
up. Craftsmen everywhere could not keep up with
the demand for manufactured goods. This explosion
in demand made it necessary to find new ways of
making things faster. English businessmen, to
meet these new needs, turned to farming families,
called cottagers.

The English cottage system of manufacturing was
the forerunner of what later was to-become the-
factory system. In the cottage system, a business-
man would bring raw materials to the cottages of
workers who would then turn theM _into manufactured
goods. Pay was usually based on the goods produced.
To increase the amount of cash, everyone in the 0

cottage worked--men, women, Children, and servants.-
The hours were long, the tools simple, andthe pay
low.

By and by, some industrious cottage families began
to increase the number of workers by hiring members
,l(!of other cottage families to help get the job done
and to increase ti_Le_4m.ount of cash. Some cottagers
began to specialize--in the weaving of cloth, dyeing
material, processing woo or making shoes, to list
only a few examples. At the same time they began
to change the design of their homes to allow space
for additional workers and their tools. °rice-dark
cottages became lighter-with the building of larger

,windows. Soon passers-by coulKsee the people.in-
side working at wheels and looms, and sometimes
they could hear the workers singing the rhythmical
tunes they made up to help pass the weary hours and .

to help measure the beat so necessary in producing
goods that were even and smooth--and which thereby,
insured more contracts.
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New inventions and new fuels to pOwer these'inven-
tions would change 7life for millions of these
workers,

As the demand for goods increased, so did the demand
for sturdier metals, new machines and more and
better fuel to run the machines. These demands
in time began to cause migrations of populations
and to create new ways of living. Cottagers left
their farms for factory jobs or went into the

'mines.

The Factory System:A New i'Combination of Muscle
and Tools

The factory system differ from the cottage system
because in factories larger numbers of people worked
together under one roof. The factory system began
with a series of inventions, with each new inven-
tion bringing on a need for another.

4

In 1733, for example, Jay Kay invented a flying
shuttle that made it possible for one worker in-
stead of two to be able to weave Cloth. But then,
with workers weaving cloth much more quickly, more
'thread was,needed. James Hargreaves invented a
machine that spun thread eight times faster than
the spinning wheel. He called his invention the
spinning jenny, But both of these new materials
required hand labor, so to keep up with the ever-
.increasing demand for manufactured goods, Edmund
Cartwright invented and patented a power loom
for weaving that was worked by,a water wheel.
Richard Arkwright and Samuel Compton also invented
water-powered machines. Arkwright's was called a
water frame. Compton's was the spinning mule, a
machine which combined. the water frame with the
spinning jenny.

Disadvantages of Water Power

With the widespread use of water power, people had
begun to tap sources of energy other than the muscle

power of humans and animals. But water power, like
all sources of energy, has its disadvantages.

Because it depended on water power, for instance,
Compton's machine, like the other early machihes,
had to be located near fast flowing rivers and
streams. For this reason, the factories were often
built far away from the places where the workers

. lived. These sites were often great distances,

43. .
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from the necessary raw.Materials as well. There-
,
were other problems with machinery driven by water-
wheels. *For instance, water does not always flow
at the same rate or at the same level. .Spring
floods and summer droughts from time to time made

unavailable. told spells often blocked the
riv r with ice and froze the waterwheels for weeks
at a time. Water power, then, worked well--when
it viol. ed. But obviou4y a new, more reljab1'e
source of power was needed.

44
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THE CENTURY OF THE STEAM ENGINE

For all its qimitations, water power played a
much larger role in England's industrialization
than most peOple realize. It should be pointed
out that the first stages of the Industrial Revolu-
tion and the factory system were achieved largely.
through waterpower. For all that, new source
of power assumed command'and remained important
for a hundred years. This new power had mobility,
flexibility, and an all-season reliability. More-
over, its primary source of energy, coal, was in-
expensive and in plentiful supply._ Its name was
steam.

e ,

.

,

Inventors had tried for years to find an efficient
and reliable engine that could allow people to
build factories anywhere, they wanted to. In 1769,
Jaffe Watt perfected a'steam engine.

The steam engine turned out to be a source of
tremendous power. However, like most other 'important
IPIi eas, it did not appear all at once in final ,form--

had an evolution. One forerunner of the steam
engine was a vacuum pimp invented by Thomas New-
comen in 1712.

Newcomen's pump included a piston, cylinder, steam,
and the creation, of a vacuum. It had all
the necesSitrY ingredients for the-practical steam
engine, except that-it was terribly heavy and bulky:
Newcomen's engine was used in the tin mines in
England to pump water out and keep them dry enough
to be worked. Thomas Savery, a. business partner
of Newcomen, Tade some improvements on the pump
and advertised it for sale as The Miner's Friend.
As it was, mines often went below the earth at far,
as 400 feet. At that level water poured in and
the mines flooded. To save-lives and get the tin
and coal out, new lifting and pumping devices were
indeed friends of the miners.

The Miner's Friend consisted of a boiler connected
to an egg-shaped metaltank. A,pipe went down from
the tank into the watertliat was to be pumped out
of the mine. Later the pump worked with two tanks,
so that,' while one was being emptied, the other could
be filled. However, Savery's engine could not lift
water more than a few feet above the engine. He
needed steam at high pressure and no one knew the
first-thing about making boilers and pipes that
could withstand high pressure) So his engine,coah-
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stantly sprung leaks and experienced breakdowns.

The.pumping,devices of Newcomen and Savery were
slow, and useful only at the Tine site. However,
and perhaps by chance, James Watt-was sent a
Newcomen engine to repair. He not only repaired it,
but he used his engineering gifts to improve it
to such a degree that he made it possible for a
factory to be built anywhere because the steam
engine that supplied its power could be built:any-

. where. James Watt's steam engine could tutu wheels
as well as pump water. Because of its tremendous
power, his steam engine laid the foundation fqr
the Industrial Revolution.'

A picture of these two engines follows, along with
a short description.

4 6
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Newcomen's pump

WEI6HT

COLD

WATER

COLD
WATER

VALVE

PIIMP ROO

2f

STEAM

CYLINDER

TEAM VALVE

'TEAM

w WATER

When the piston is at the bottom of, the cylinder,
the steam valve is opened. Low pressure steam
flows into the cylinder and raises the piston.
It is able to lift the piston because the pis-
ton's weight 4s almost exactly counter-balariced
by the counterweight on the side of the beam.

the piston raises and when it reaches'the top,
the cylinder is full of steam. Now the steam
.valve is opened. The .steam in the cylinder
turns to liquid (meaning it condenses) creating
a vacuum beneath the piston. At .once the piston
is forced down by the pressure of the atmosphere
on the top of, -the piston. As it goes down, it
gives a strong stroke to the water pump at the
other end of the -beam. When the piston reaches
the bottom of the cylinder, the process begins,
all over.

4
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THE "MINER'S, FRIEND"
1 # 2

CYLINDER VALVE OPEN: WATER SPRAY
STEAM ENTERS CYLINDER CONDENSES STEAM

I

CYLINDER
VALVE OPENN'

COLD
WATER

BOILER

VACUUML VALVE
rOPEN

CYLINDER VALVE
CLOSED

WATER IN MI

3
WATER FILLS

VACUUM

.4
sTEAm FORCES WATER

FROM CYLINDER

How this engine worked is diagramed in the picture.'
The egg-shaped tank was filled with steam and the
air was forced out of it. When the steam was then
cooled by a water spray, it condensed to a liquid,
leaving a partial vacuum. The tank was now opened
to the water which was to be pumped and it was
forced up into the tank by the pressure of the
atmosphere on the water. Water will only rise 32
feet with a perfect vac under these conditions
and since the actual vac was much less than
perfect, it could only be pumped 70 feet or so at
a time. The final step in the process was to
empty'the tank with steam again, forcing the water
on up the outlet pipe,

S
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TRY IT. You can demonstrate the operational
principle of Ilewcomen's engine by this experi-
ment: .

1. Put a small amount of water.' in a gasOline
or duplicating fluid can '(plastic bottle \s4ill
do). Put a cap on loosely so the air.tad
escape.

2. Heat the water until it boils, then tighten
the cap.

3. RemoVe the can and immediately, run a spray
of cold water on the can., The steam will con-
dense and create a partial vacuum.insideithe
can, thus producing energy to do work (crushing
the can).

James Watt's steam engine hacra separate chamber
in which the steam was condensed. He realized that
much energy was lost in the Newdbffien engine because
the cylinder was alternately-cooled.and heated.
Most,of the engine heat was wasted in warming up,
the cylinder walls. Watt was able to remedy this
by using both a cylinder and a separate condensing
chamber. This way, the cylinder could be kept hot
_all the time and the condenser could be kept tool
all the time.

Por each power stroke of the Watt engine, the steam
valve opened and forced the piston up. When the
piston, neared the top of the cylinder, the steam
valve closed and the condenser valve oppned. Spew
then left the cylinder and entered the condenser. . -

The condenser was kept cool by water floOing over
it so the steam condensed. As steam left the cylinder
the pressure decreased. Atmosphericpre'ssure
(helped by the movement of the flywheql) pushed
the piston down. When the piston-reached the bot-
tom of.the cy der, the condenser valve closed
and the steam va e opened and the process repeated:

.
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Watt's Steam Engine

VALV

is&

CONDENSING

CHAMBER

STEAM
VALVE

TEAM

c6Pe5
BOILER

CoNOENJED STEAM

vft

TRY IT. Make a bulletin board cut-out model-
of Watt's engine. Use your model to ,thow the
engineering principle4Of Watt's engine. ,

, Think of five changes that have occured in '

our own liVes that have been the result of the
steam, engine.

Research the modern st mlengine, which uses
a high pressure system tcf produce power. Com-
pare the high, pressure items with NewcOmen's*
Savery's, and' Watt's 4MoSpheric,engines.

)

O
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-NEW SOURCES OF ENERGY: THE AGE OF FOSSIL FUELS

BEGINS

JGreat changes in the course of history seldom happen
just because of one person, one event, or one inven-
tion. The steam engine was -only one of several
ingredients that went into the making of the Indus-
trial Reyolution. Certainly this. "giant step" would
never have been taken without the availability of
great amounts of capital and labor, and an abundant
and inexpensive source of energy. One of the most
important reasons why, the Industrial Revolution _

happened as it did was that England had plenty of
coal: Steam engines aie clever devices, but without
something to make them 'go, they are worthless.

If the power that began the Industrial Revolution
was steam, the fuel that produced it was coal. The
spread orwhat can. be called the "coal culture"
stimulated the growth of mills and factories, created
a new working class (and a new class of owners and
managers), and even changed the land as the shapes
and contours of valleys and hills werR altered the
whim of men and machines. But even these changes
were not the measure of the most remarkable change
of all. What was' truly remarkable was the rate of
change. Each new invention and there would be

15, .

thousands of them stimulated other inventions,
other processes, and brought new changes in the lives
of people.

Perhaps we should begin to think of the Industrial
Revolution as several revolutions,'each one of
which leads to another. The first was' based on the °

application of steam (with coal as the source of
power) to the textile (clothing) industries, the
iron industry, and to railroads4 The second was
based on steel; the third on electricity (with oil
afs, the Source of power). In our own times, there
seems to be little doubt that this evolution from
one source of energy to another is still taking
place; with atomic, solar, geothermal, and other
sources all being considered as supplements to our
dwindling fossil fuel resources.

s-

How did the-Industrial Revolution-cause so many
changes? How did the new machines run with a sort
of, inward control all their own? Let's go back to
the steam engine again to-show the dazzling industrial
growth in all directiOns. .
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Before the coming of the steam,engine, wood was
the primary fuel used to produce heat. Wood does
very well,,to heat water in a boiler. But to run
a factory, it is necessary to use a huge amount
of wood. Such heavy use of wood tended to-drive
up the price and put a limit on its availability.
As a result, manufacturers searched for a large
supply of good, cheaper fuels. Coal, used mainly
at that time in home fireplaces, suddenly became
very important. One problem solved. Then another
problem popped up. Pressure in the new stearken-
gines made it necessary for machines to be made
of stronger metal. Manufacturers turned to iron,
which was found all over the world.

time of Watt's invention, iron-making was
slow process depending on charcoal to provide

the, heat. Charcoal, as you know from backyardloar-
becues, is made from wood. In fact, it is wood
that has been heated to remove allbut the carbon.
Unfortunately, after years of making charcoal to
smelt iron from ore, wood grew very scarce" Coal
was tried, but coal left too many ashets7-,Then a
way was found to bake coal to drive out most of
the impurities and produce acscarce material, coke,
which was almost pure carbon and similar to char-
coal. Coke quickly came to be used instead of the
new (and expensive) charcoal. Enormous quantitigk
of iron couidollow be smelted by this efficient fuel
and enormous new industries came into being.

-Iron for Rails and Ships: Energy in Transportation

Perhaps the most spectacular develOpment auringthe
Industrial Revolution was the growth of the rail-
roads. George Stephenson, a Scottish inventor,
patented a steam locomotive that ran very effective-
ly on straight, level railbeds. However, his loco-
motiye could not bsed on the curved or steeply--
graded rails.' Pete Cooper, an American, was the
person who invented a locomotive that could travel
on winding routes.

One of the major problems of steam iodomotie was
to obtain enough power fOr the engine to pull a
string,of cars as well as to move itself. One way-
was to shovel more coal into the fire that turned
the water id the boiler-into steam. Another way
was to improve the efficiency of the steam engine
In those days the locomotives.used a great amount
of coal to drive the pistons, which, in turn, moved
the wheels. Today's big diesels have more efficient
engines which use' oil for fuel.

I
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The locOmotives were made of iron,. and so were the
early tracks. These heavy engines soon urequiredi

-,stronger rails and, where needed, stronger bridges
to hold the. enormous weight of long trains. What
was soon needed was more durable metal. Steel was
the answer but no one had yet discovered a way t o
introduce into the iron oven a blast of air tha
would raise the temperature high enough to get
steel from iron. It is certain that no one kne.7
how to do it cheaply. Henry Bessemer's blast fur -
nace, developed in 1856, was the leap forward in
steel-making. The Bessemer process lowered the
Cost of producing steel which soon,becamek the /basic
material of industry. In the United States, be-
cause of Bessemer converters and'open hearth lAnts`----32..-

the production of steel'rose fromAabout 20,600 tons
in1866 to over 600,000 tons in 1876..

Other Inventions

The Industrial Revolution spawned the transporta-
tion revolution. The movement of goods (and people,
too) created;at least two remarkable chAngeS - one-
on land, the other revolutionized river andjocean
travel. We have already mentioned the significance
of the railroad, but we did not mentioh a n.Pwfkind
of road bed for carriage's and other horse-drawn
vehicles that quickened the rate of the,delilyery
of goods and made travel for people more comtortable.
More of an innovation than an rinvention was the
process of improving roads developed by one John
McAdam., He layered a roadbed with large stones,
then Covered these layers with smaller ones. (Pres-.

. .,sure from the weight of wagon wheels kept the McAdam
roads in'fpir condition. We use a similar process
today. Blacktop roads are the descendants of the

Hold McAdam process, only today the stones are held .'

together by asphalt. Highways and railrbads linked
the American continent by the end of the nineteenth
century and both helped build our nation.

America's first successful steam boat was built by
Robert Fulton, who called hi boat the Clermont.
It had its first successful run over a distance of
150 miles, traveking from New York City to Albany.
It set no speed records, but it was able to do one
thing very well: it could travel .against the current,
something that was not easily done before. Traveling
on waterways in both directions would now become a
reality. Not long afterwards, steam-powered ships a
replacedthe tall sailing ships on the world's oceans.
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11With each new inven .it seemed that man was only
a short step away from a new era in which the machine
would give people all kinds of bl#ssings, especial-a
ly the blessings of wealth for the nations that
had the new industrialism. It was to 'maintain
this wealth that England tried to discoUrage manu-
facturing in the colonies in Ameripa. Much as
England tried to keepaanufacturing out, it did
velop in the English coloniWof North America..
By 1790, the first factoriwas inoperation in Rhode
Island. The story of Samuel Slater's textile
factory is an interesting one. Me, like other
workers in textile mill's in England, was forbid -.
den to leavethe6country, or to export any plans
or drawings. of the, machines in the factory. Samuel

. Slater did what was considered nearly impossible
to do - he memorized the plans for a machine-powered
factbry. came to America disguised as a.farm
worker and built his first water-powered factory
from Memory." '

/ In 1793, Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin, a
machine (gin short work for engine) that rev-
olutionizedolutionized cotton industry. Because of Whitney's
machines, and an abundance of land suitable for
growing it, cotton became the mainstay of Southern
economy before the Civil War. Because of Whitney's
cotton gin, textile:mills spread throughout New .
England and in "Old" Eng]?and. These mills became
the forerunners of America's future industrial growth.

As it did in England, the growth of industry af-
fected every part of American life. By f860, Ameri-
ca (and, indeed most of the world) had seta new
course. Our new machines, and our use of enormout.
amounts of energy, had revolutionized farming,
transportation, manufacturing, and technology itself.
The direction in America was toward more efficient

g.7 power a d production. In the end, this new.diiection
would c ange the face of the earth. .

A
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AFTER YOU HAVE FINISHED THE READER

Understanding History Terms

flgiew the meaning of each of the following terms.
each term in a sentence that describes some

aspect of the IndustriaX Revolution.

Bessemer Process Manufacturing,
Industrial Revolution Fossil fuels
Cottage industries Water power
Factory system Steam engine

Energy Timeline

* Use the timeline and a good encyclopedia to write
in the name of the inventor who developed the in-
vention or patented an important process. Lines
have been provided for this purpose.

Thinking About Historical Links

1. Explain how the development of one new industry
can help to create many new industries. Give as
many examples as you can think of.

2. America owed some of its success in becoming
the industrial power of the world to. developments
in England. What evidence can you see to support
this statement?

3. Explain how the invention of a machine can open
up a new energy source. Explarn.hovi the presence
of an energy source can provide the incentive for
the invention of new machines.

4. Coal was the primary source_of energy in the
Industrial Revolution, but coal had been available
for thousands of years before this period. Why
hadn't it been used before? (For example: Why
didn't the Vikings, the American Indians or the
Puritans develop a 'coal culture"?)

5. List two items that have come into the world
since the turn of the-Century (i.e., T.V. set, auto-
mobile). Opposite each item, list some of-the in-
ventions that had to take place before that item
could come into being.
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THE liCUSTRIAL, REVOLUTiON 1700 1860

Factory Water-Powered Machines-

"Steam' Engine' Water Frame

Macadamized
Roads Spinning Jenny.

4

Steam Locomotive

Standardized Parts

'

,

'Sewing Machine

Mechanized Reaper Oil' in
Pennsylvania,

1700 1712 1764 1769 1790 1800 1814 1834
^

1846 1859 1860

.1702 1733

Miner's Friend

1793 1807 1825 1844

Modern Steam Engine

Flying Shuttle

iitccessful Steamboat'

Cotton Ginj
Interc.hangeable parts

1856

Vulcanized Rubber

Steel-Making

Building of Erie Canal
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Summirig -up Ideas and'Skilas-.

Complete this outline:

A

A. The Meaning of the Industrial Revolution
1.

2.

B. English Inventions Lead to the Beginnings
of New Industries

.1.

2.

3.

4.
t. Inventions Lead to New Procdsses and'New
Energy Sources

1. ,

2.

3.

4.

D. The Industrial Revolution Changed the Lives
of People

1.

2.

3.

E. Energy Sources for the Continuing Industrial
Revolution

1.

2.
3.
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2u Energy Converts to
What? And Why?

Student Energy Conversion:
Activity 1 A Fact Sheet

at is energy? The first step in trying to define
e ergy is to set up two categories. Energy in the
form of motion, heat, or light is called kinetic
energy. Energy that is stored in food, gasoline,
the nucleus of atoms and batteries is called poten-
tial energy. Kinetic energy is energy on the move.
Potential energy is stored energy and it is in this
form that we dig it from mines and pump it from
wells. To use energy, it must be in the kinetic.
form.

We use energy because we want to do something to
matter; move it, illuminate it, or warm it. We ,

usually store energy in the potential form but it
is possible to store energy in the kinetic form,
too. This form of storage, however, is quite dif-
ferent from potential storage, it is temporary;

'we trap or insulate kinetic energy. Examples of
kinetic energy being stored are the flywheel of
an engine and heat energy in a thermos bottle.
Potentialenergy storage is more permanent. It
is accomplished by changes in the structure of mat-
ter. A simple way to Store energy is to lift some-
thing away from the earth (energy is stored when
water is pumped to the top of a water tower; then
converted to kinetic energy when it is allowed,to
pin through pipes). . a

Energy constantly changes forms. It can be potential
stored in coal and when the coal burnS at a power
plant it changes to the kinetic form, the heat of
steam. When the steam is allowed to ;strike the
blades of a turbine, some of the heat engine be-
comes the kinetic energy of motion (mechanical)-
of the engine. The turbine turns an electric

. generator and some of the energy becomes electric
energy. Electric energy is also changed in form
when it is used.

5
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These changes of forms are governed by strict laws;
the first of these is called the First Law of
Thermodynamics, which states that energy can neith'er

-be created or destroyed. The Second Law of Thermo-
dynamics states that in any conversion of energy.
from one form to another some of it becomes un-
available for use. This is mainly because some of
it becomes heat and it is not possible to convert
all of a givOciamount of heat energy completdly
back to another form. This unusable heat energy
leaks away and gradually warms up the universe.

It is nossil;le to convert all of a certain amount
of mechanical enegy,to heat by, for instance,
putting on the brakes of a car. It is possible to
convert all the chemical energy of coal,into heat
1y 'burning it. These conversions cannot go to
completion in the other direction, only a limited
amount of heat energy is convertible back to other
forms. There are many forms of energy, but before
most energy 'can be used to do work it first needs .

to be changed into mechanical energy.

Er,



Student Tracing Energy Conversion in an Automobile
Activity 2

Directions Take ari automobile trip backwards by tracing the
light energy in an automobile back to its original
source. Fill in each numbered block with the name
of the appropriate energy form: heat, light,
chemical, etc.,: and with what part of the car makes
this conversion possible. The first space has been
filled in to help you.

cyli

piston

r

der

headlights

fan

generator

battery

4.,

2

Lights
(headlights)

1

61

fuel tank

4

6
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Student Making. a Working Model of a Steam Turbine
Activity 3

Object The object of this activity is to demonstra;re how
a steam turbine converts heat eners into mechanical
energy.

Equipment medicine drdpper
test tube (attached to

support rod)
bunsenlburner
stopper (one-hole)
needle

scissors
pencil with eraser
manila circles
ruler
compass
thimble.

Directions Make the turbine wheel first. Use the compass to
draw a circle five inches in diameter in the manila
folder. Use the same center for the compass, and
draw a 1-inch diameter circle inside thp larger
circle. Place the thirtible open-end down on-the
center of the circle you have drawn, and draw a
third circle around the thimble.

Use the scissors to cut along.the inside of this
'small circle, and insert the thimble into the hold.
Use the ruler to draw eight lines to the inner
circle so that you have a large circle divided into
eight equal parts:

Cut along the lines to the drawn inner circle. Next
bend half of each section back along the dotted lines
in the diagram (see-below). The paper halves should
show right angle's.

2 Inert the needle into the rubber eraser-off a penckl,
Place the paper turbine wheel over the tip of the
thimble and set the inside of the thimble, on top of
the needle.

4
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-Operating the Turbine

Put about 1 inch of water in a test tube and as-
semble the equipment as shown in the diagram below.

Remove the rubber bulb from the medicine dropper.
Moisten the outside of the medicine dropper and
insert it carefully through the one-hole stopper.
Insert the stopper into the Open end of the test ,

tube, but don't push it in too tightly: Light the
bunsen burner and heat the water in the test tube.
Answer these questions:

1. What changes do you see?
2. Is energy involved in these changes? How?

Hold the pencil with the thimble top of the turbine
attached in such a way that it turns freely, and
direct the path of the steam against the paper
blades of the turbine.

1. What is(happening to the blades?
2. Can you explain why this is happening?
3. Is work being done? How?

63
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Student
Activity 4

Materials and
Equipment

Procedure

Energy Con rsion

1 beaker
1 pound of BB's
thermometer
cardboard tube
masking tape

pad shot)

Pour about 1 pourid of lead shqt into a beaker.
Place the ometer well into the lead shot and
record theorptemperature. Pourclead shot into a
cardboard tube that is closed at one end.by
masking tape. Close the other end with your
hand and shake the tube vigorously 30-50 titres.
Insert the thermometer again and record the
temperature. Answer these questions:.

1. Why did the temperature. change?
2. What kind of energy change took place?

I
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Evaluation Sheet

0

Ditections: Write in each box examples of one form of energy being converted into another form. Begin with

the vertical column on the left. Example: Heat is converted into light energy in a light bulb,
so write "light bulb" in the box formed by the intersection of the two energy fdims:

HEAT

.

LIGHT SOUND MECHANICAL
(Movement)

CHEMICAL ELECTRIC ' NUCLEAR

HEAT

.

:11::..'NNNliSN\..NNs.,41:
,\.N

a.

v

LIGHT

..
(

i

..

SOUND

.

.

.
. .

. :4

. ,

. .

MECHANICAL
(Movement)

*

c

CHEMICAL

A

1

.
e

.

ee

.

.

ELECTRIC

.
.

4
«

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

_

-,

.

NUCLEAR
.

.,

.

S

.

.

.

.

.

.

c)

.

,

.
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3. The Great Joule Robbery

Student The Heat Engine:
Activity 5 Fact Sheet

Heat engines are devices for converting heat energy
into mechanical energy. In all heat engines a hot
gas expands and cools, doing work. Heat engines
may be classified according to where the fuel is
burned. If the fuel is burned'inside the chamber
in which the expansion is to take place, we have an
internal combustion engine. Examples' of this type
are rockets, automobile engines and'airplane engines
(piston or turbine type). If the gas is heated out-
side of ,the expansion chamber and 'brought under
pressure, into the chamber where it expands, we have
an external combustion engine. Examples are reci-
procating steam engines and steam turbines.

Engines may also be classified according to the way
in which the heat is converted to mechanical energy.
Here there are three types.:

1. Piston'or-reciprocating engine - a hot working
gas expands against a piston in a cyl n r. The
back-and-forth motion of the piston operates shafts
and gears that convert the energy to rotary motion
and convey it to the place where it is used.

410'

RECIPROCATINGENGINE (Pistons)

T:? How. Heat is Converted
Engine How Heat is Obtained to' Mechanical Energy -

Gasoline Gasoling is mixed with Hot gases formed by
- air on carburetor. Mix-. combustion expand,

ture enters cylinder and pushing piston.-
is compressed. Electric
spark ignites the mixture.

Diesel Air enters cylinder and is Same as above.
highly compressed raising
its temperature'. Fuel oil
is sprayed into cylinder,
ignitinq spontaneously when
it hits hot air.

67
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Reciprocating Combustion of coal, oil
Steam Engine or other fuel in firebox

heats steam in boiler,
oxygen obtained from air.

o

Steam travels to cylinder
where it expands and
pushes piston. Valves
permit steam to enter the
cylinder. First on one .

side of the piston and
then off the other.

2. Turbine or 'rotary type --a hot working gas .

expands-and pusheS:against.blades attahedto a
central shaft. This is something like a child's
pinwheel. The rotating shaft extends beyond the
turbine and can be-used to turn other machinery.
It is commonly used to operate ship propellers
and generators in power plant's.

ROTARY ENGINES (Tuines)

Engine How Heat is Obtained

Steam May use combustion of
coal, oil or-gas. Some
use nuclear reactor to
heat water and produce
steam.,

a

Gas Compressed air is mixed
Turbine with fuel!in combustion

chamber and ignited.

How Heat is Converted
to Mechanitial Energy IF

Steam expands and pushes
against bladgs of tur-
bines causing rotation.

`.Expanding exhaust gases
turn turbine. -Reaction
of'exhaust may also be
a' power source when th'
engine is used.

3. Reaction engihes - the expanding gas is ejected
through an opening at, one end of the engine and the
reaction (Newton's third law) sends the engine and
the vehicle in the opposite direction.

REACTION ENGINES.

ne How Heat is-Obtained-

Air from atmosphere is
compressed and then-

° combinewith fuel,.
'---' {kerosene) in combustion'

':chamber. Spark cause
fuel to ignite.

Jet

S tt

How Heat is Converted
to MechanicalEnergy

Hot exhaust gases expand
and escape from rear at
high velocity., Reaction
sends engine forward.



, REACTION ENGINES (continued)

Liquid-fuel Carries tank of liquid i Same as above.
rocket propellant ,(kerosene, gaso-

441 line, aniline, alcohol) and
tank of liquid oxygen\or
other oxydizer. These are
injected into combustion
chambers at same time and
combustion is frequently.)
spontaneous.

Solid-fuel Combustion chamber is
,rocket packed with aimixture of

solid oxydizeit'and solid
fuel (usually various
organic resins). 'Igniter

/ is required. Burning
occurs at-surface and rate
is controlled by design of

, surface shape.

g.

63

Same as'above.
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Student Word Study List
. Activity .6

'o,

4

as(

1, Steam engine - reciprocating external combuition'
engine.

2. Steam turbine - non-reciprocating external
combustion engine,

3. Gasoline engine - a four-cycle internal com-
bustion engine requiring spark'plugs%

4. Ramjet - a jet with no moving parts.

5. Turbojet - an engine with a turbine driVen
air comprestor used in most high-speed air-
craft.

6. Fanjet - a jet engine in which some air by-
passes the combustion chamber.

7. Rodket engine only engine that will operate
in the vacuum of space.

8. Diesel engine - internal combustion engine
which requires no spark plugs.

9. Turbine - an engine turned by-the forde of a
s or liquid acting against its vanes or

blades.

10. Jet engine - engine that gets thrust from
high speed exhaust gases.

11. Engine - a machine that changes another 4orm
of energy into mechanical energy.

12. Reciprocating'engine - engine which converts
heat energy to mechanical energy by the back
and forth motion of a piston in a cYlinder.

Wankel rotary engine 7.a small /gasoline engine
that does no use pistons.

ri..-External -C-ombustion engine the kind of en-
gine in which the fuel is burned outside the
,engine.

15. Intvrnai combustion engine - the kind of en-
. gine 'in which the fuel is burned inside the
engine.
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Engine Puzzle

t

8

5

I

12

10 1

2

4

e
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Across

.1. The kind of engine, in which fuel is burned outside the

engine.
2. This engine is turned by the force of a gas or liquid

actingagainkt its vanes (blades).
3. The engine mat gets thrust from high speed exhaust gases.
4. A'jet in which some air by-passes the combustion chamber.
5. An internal combustion engine which requires no spark plug.
6. The only engine that will operate in a vacuum.
7. A small gasoli e engine that does not use pistons.

Down

8. An engine with an air mpressor used in most high speed
aircraft.

9. A four - cyclic internai'dom ustion engine requiring spark
plugs.

10. Non-re procating external ombustion engine.
11. The kind of machine in whichluel is hurneld inside the

engine.
12. A machine that changes another.form of energy into

machanical,energy.

0
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4. Energy and the Industrial
City

Mt

CITIES IN THE BRITISH ISLES IN MODETIN HISTORY (Population in Thousands

.

City 1800 1850 % chg.

-
1906' % chg. 1950 % chg. Now

.

% chg.

Leeds .6 104 +1750 280 + 270 292 + 4 294 + 1'

Brighton 7 70 +1000 123 + 76 156 18 160 + 2

Glasgow 77 329 + 450 736 + 120 ' 1090 *4 48 897 - 18

Liverpool' 78 376 + 490 685 ,+ 82 789 + 15 609 - 23

Manchester 70 303 + 420 544 + 80 7Q3 + .29 542 - 23

Sheffield 31 135 + 430 381 + 180 513 + 35 520 + 1

1. What was the population of Leeds in 18009 In emo

/ .

2. What was tt e percentag4 increase for Leeds during the years 180018509
,.

1

3. During which span did the population of Leeds increase by the largest percentage? 1800-1950; 1850-1900;
1900-1950; 1950-pre sein t 9

.,-

4. What are some thingt that might have caused the population of Leeds to increase from Year to year?`

5. What, was the population of Manchester in 1850? In 17509 Hat Manchester (lost, gained)
population in the last 50 years? What are some things that might account for the difference in the
last 50 years?

6. flow do energy resources affect the growth of cities? (You may need eg refer' to Map 3 to help you answer this
iquestion.)
V

a

MAP AND TABLE:STUDY

. Reexamine the.three maps and two charts. Describe the relationship of industrial cities, population concentra-
tions, and energy resources in the Midlandsof England.

,..

2,

/ .---:-
i 4
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CITIES IN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, WALES-1790 CITIES IN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, WALES-1850

Scotland

Ireland North Sea

Sak
Irtsh Sea

Manchester

England

EInsto,

ortsmouth

English Channel 0 50 100

Have you ever thought about why your city is where it is? What
could change it in 100 years? This activity encourages you to
consider some important factors of change.

Scotland
Carlisle,

Ireland
Lancaster North Sea

Ihsh Sea

t.....lottingham

England
rEhrmingham

Wales

-,Gloucester
Oxford

Br Islo

Po rt s m ou t h

Englush Channel 0 50

Map 2

ArtZI

3. How were the sites of the cities in 1850 determined?

0

1. What factor determined where cities were located in 1790?
4. What factors have determined the degree of industrialtation

achieved by the cities and state in which you presently Dv
2. What changes have takt place-by 1850?
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w
INDUSTRIAL AREAS OF BRITISH ISLES-1800.1900

Map3

English Channel

MI- Coal sites
C3 Iron sites

0 50 100

'7, How does the map help explain why England became an in-
4.dustrial nation? ..

2. Refer to Maps 1 and 2 as well'as this one. What distinctions
can be drawn between natural sites for cities and artificial
ones?

,*

74
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v

England and Wales
Population Increase

1750 6,500,000
1801 8,890,000
1831 13,800,000
1851 17,900,000
1871 22,700,000
1901 32,500,000

Ireland and Scotland
Population Increase

I

1801 7,000,000
1901 8,500,000

Percent of People in,Cities
- and Rural Areas

1750 25% Urban, 75% Rural
1851 50% Urban, 50% Rural
1901 75% Urban, 25% Rural

C

3, The table shows two notable effects of the IndustrialIevolu-
tion.

1. Dramatic increase in
2. Dramatic increase in

f ,

4. Why did the population of Ireland and Scotland increase by
1,500,000 between 1801 and 1901 while that of England and
Wales increased more than 23,000,000 during that same
period?



5. How to Succeed by Really
Trying

Case Study #1

A Contract for Apprenticeship in Shoemaking Between
a New York Shoemaker and John Goederson

The Contract

That John Goederson, now aged fourteen years, eight
months, and twenty -seven days, by and with the con-
sent of his stepfather, John Wright, and his mother,
Mary Wright, hath...of his own free will and accord,
put himself Apprentice to Frederick Seely of the
city of New:York, Cordwainer...to serve...until the
full end and term of six years, three months and
three days next ensuing during all of which time
the said Apprentice where readily obeyed...He shall
not contract matrimony withip the said term; at Cards,
Dice, or any other unlawful game shall he not play...
He shall not abseht himself, day or night, from'his
Master's service without leave, nor haunt ale-houses,
taverns or playhouses; but in all things behave as
a faithful apprentice ought to do...And the said
Master shall use the utmost of his endeavors to teach,

-ot cause to be taught or instructed the said Apprentice
in the trade, or mystery, of a Cordwainer, and pro-
cure and provide for him sufficient meat, drink,
washing, lodging and clothing fit for an Apprentice
during the said term of service and four quarters
of night schooRling sduring the said term. In WITNESS
WHEREOF the sgid parties have interchangeably set
their hands and seals hereunto. Dated the sixth
day of August, in the thirty-fifth year of the In-
dependence of the United States of America, and in
the yeayof our Lord eighteen hundred and eleven.

Frederick J. Allen, The Shoe Industry,
1916, pp. 31-32

1: That was the purpose of the contract?
- 2. According to the contract, what did the Master

provide?
3. Suppose I were to say that under this contract

the Master and the Apprentice were exchanging
energy for energy - would I be right? Explain.

4. Do you think,,the contract gave John a fair deal?
Wily?"
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Case Study #2.

THE JOB

After:

It was with weak knees and a slight'catch'in her
breathing that she came, up to the great shoe company
at-Adams and Fifth Avenue and entered the elevator.
When she Stepped out on the fourth floWthere was
nd one at hand, only great aisles of boxes piled
to the ceiling. She stood, very much frightened,
awaiting someone.

Presently Mr. Brown came up. He did n9t seem to
recognize her.

"What is it you want?" he-inquired.

Carrie's heart sank.
this morning to see

"Oh," he interrupted
name?"

"Caerie Meeber."

"You said I should come in
abdut work-"

. Um - Yes. What is your

"Yes," he said. "You come with me."

He led the way through dark, box-lined aisles which
had_ he smell of ew shoes, until they came to an
iron door which o ened into the factoky proper.
There was a larg low-ceilinged room, with clacking,
rattling machines at which men in white.,shirt-sleeves
and blue gingham aprons were working. She followed
him diffidently through the clattering automatons,
keeping her eyes straight before her, and flushing,.
slightly. They crossed to a far corner and took
an elevator to the7sixth floor. Out of the array
of machines and benches, Mr. Brown Signalled a fore-
man.

"This is the girl," fie said, and turning to Carrie,
"You go with him." He then returned, and Carrie fol-
lowed her new superior to a little desk in a corner,
which he used as a.kind of official center.

"You've never worked at anything like this before,
have you?" he questioned rather sternly.

"No,,, sir," she answered.
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He seemed rather annoyed at having to bother with
such help, but put down her name and then led her
across where a line of girls occupied stools in
front of clacking machines. On the shoulder of
one of-the girls who was punching eye holes in one
piece of the upper, by the aid of the machine, lie
put his hand.

"You," he said, "show the girl how to do what you're
doing. When you get through come to me."

The-girl addressed rose promptly and gave Carrie
her place.

"It isn't hard to do," she said, bending over. "You
just take this like so, fasten it with this clamp,
and start the machine."

She stikted action to word, fastened the piece of
leather, which was eventually to form the right
half of the upper of a man's shoe, by little ad-
justable clamps, and pushed a small steel rod at
the side of the machine. The machine jumped to the
task of punching, with sharp snapping clicks, cut-
ting circular bits of leather out of the upper,
leaving the holes which were to hold the laces.
After observing a few times, the girl let Carrie
work it alone. Seeing that it was fairly well done,
she went away.

The pieces of leather'came from the girlat the
machine to her right, and were passed on to the girl
at her left. \Carrie saw at once that arrnverage
speed was necessary or the work would pile up- on
her and all those below would be delayed. She had
no time to look about, and bent anxiously to her
task. The girls at her left and right realized
her predicament and feelings,- and, in a way; tried
to aid her, as much as they dared, by working slower.

At this task Op labored incessantly for sometime,
finding relief from her own nervous fears and imaginings
in the humdrum, mechanical movement of the machine.
She, felt, as the minutes passed, that the room'was
not very light. It had a thick odor of fresh leather,
but that did not worry her. She felt the eyes of
the other help upon 'her, and troubled lest she
was not working fast enough.

Once, when she was umbling at the little clamp,
having made_a slig t error in setting in the leather,
a great hand appeared before her eyes and fastened
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the clamp for her. It was the foreman. Her heart
thumped so that she could scarcely see to go on.

"Start your machine," he said, "start your machine.
Don't keep the line-waiting."

This recovered her sufficiently and she went
excitedly.on, hardly breathing until the shadow
moved away from behind her. Then she heaved a
'great breath.

As the morfiing wore on the room became hotter. She

felt the need of a breath of fresh air and a drink
'of water, but she did not venture to stir. The stool
she sat on was without a back or footrest, and she
began to feel uncomfortable. .She found, after a
time, that her back was beginning to ache. She
twisted and turned from one position, to another
slightly different, but it did not ease her for
long. She was beginning to weary.

"Stand up, why don't you?" said the girl at her
right; without any form of introduction. "They won't'

care." .tst

Carrie looked at her gratefully. "I guess' I will,"

she said.

She stood up from her stool and worked that way for

a while, but it was a more difficult position. Her
neck and shoulders ached -in- bending over...

Carrie at last could scarcely sit still. Her legs

began to tire and she wanted to get up sand stretch.
Would noon never come? It seemed as if she had
worked an entire day.. She was not hungry at all,
but weak, and her eyes were 'ired,,,straining at
the one point where the eye-punch came down....
The halves of the uppers came piling down steadily.
tier hands began to ache at the wrists and then in
the fingeis, and towards the lat she seemed one
mass of dull, complaining muscles, fixed in an eter-
nal position and performing a. single Mechanical
movement which became more and more distasteful,
until at last it waiikkabsolutely nauseating. When
she was wondering whether the strain would ever

l_cease, a dull-sounding bell somewhere down.
an elevator shaft, and the end came., In an instant
therq was a buzz of action and conversation. All

the, girls instantly left their stools and hurried
away in an adjoining room. Men passed through,
coming from some department that opened on the tight.

6
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The whirling wheels began to sing in a steadily
modifying key, until at last they died away in a
low buzz. There was an audible silence, in which
the common voice sounded strange.

Carrie got up and sought her lunch box. She was
stiff, a little dizzy, and very thirsty. On the
way to the small space portioned off by wood, where -

all the wraps and lunches were kept, she encountered
the foreman, who stared at her hard.

"Well," he said, "did you get along all right?"

"I think so," She replied very respectfully,

"Um," he replied, for want of something better, and
walked on...

The place smelled of the oil of the machine and the
cnew leather -- a which, added to the

stale odors of the building, was not pleasant even
in cold weather.

The floor, though regularly swept every evening,
presented a littered surface. Not the slightest
provision had been made for the comfort of the em-
ployees, the idea being that something was gained by
giving them as little and making the work as hard

,

and unremunerative as possible.... The washrooms
were disagreeable, crude, if not foul places, and
the whole atmoshpere was sordid....

By three o'clock she was sure that it must be six,
and by four it seemed that they had forgotten to
note the hour and were, letting all work overtime.
The foreman became a true ogre,prowling constantly
about, keeping her tied down to her miserable task...
When six o'clock came, she hurried eagerly away,
her arms aching and her limbs stiff from sitting

- in one position...

Carrie turned her face to the West with a subdued
heart. As she turned the corner_,_ she saw through
the great shiny window the small desk at which-she
had applied. There were the crowds, hurrying with-
the same buzz and energy-yielding enthusiasm. She
felt a slight relief, but it was only at her escape.
She felt ashamed in the_face of better dressed girls
who went by. She felt as though she should better
be served, and her heart revolted.

tTheodore Dreiser, Sister Carrie
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1. How did Carrie's fellow workers cooperate in
helping her when she was in need?

2. ,List Several examples of the unappealing working
conditions in the shoe factory.

3. There was a very long sentence in the.story
that described the repetitive work of the.assem-
bly line quite well. Reading aloud the cadence
makes the reader feel the ache that comes with
performing a single mechanical movement. Find
the sentence and write it'down. , What does the
sentence tell you about the gulf that exists
between hunlan'energy and mechanical energy?

4. The end of the story ells you something about%
Carrie's feelings abo t her job. Summarize her
feelings in one sente e.

5. H667 is Carrie's work re of a job while John
Goederson has a career to look forward to? What
is the difference?'
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